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Abstract
Ultra-wideband (UWB) is a wireless transmission standard that will revolutionize

consumer electronics. UWB is interesting because of its inherent low power consumption,

high data rates of up to 480 Mbps, and large spatial capacity. Further more, the power

spectral density is low enough to prevent interference with other wireless services. This

standard has been approved by the FCC for unlicensed use and has been gaining interest

throughout the consumer electronics industry. Many researchers investigate UWB by

using MB-OFDM (Multi Band Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing), but in this

thesis we are using pulse modulation (PWM and PPM) during the transmission.

The main goal of the project is to increase interest in UWB technology, and to explore its

usefulness by building an indoor UWB communication system that can be applied to file

and message transmission.
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I. Design Project Overview
Ultra-wideband (UWB) is a radar and communications technology that simultaneously

utilizes a band of frequencies that can span from hundreds of megahertz to higher radar

frequencies.6 Ultra-wideband may be used to refer to any radio technology having

bandwidth larger than 500 MHz or 20% of the center frequency, according to Federal

Communications Commission (FCC).8 UWB is currently under discussion and

experiment throughout the industry. The benefits of UWB are large spatial capacity, high

data throughput, and low power consumption. With these exciting potential, the overall

goal of this project is to build an indoor UWB communication system that can be later

applied to high data transmitting in local area network. Currently available UWB

emission masks for indoor communications as issued by the FCC (FCC, 2002) limit the

operation to a -10 dB bandwidth lying between 3.1 and 10.6 GHz, and sets very stringent

limits on out of band emission masks.7

There are two ways of performing UWB, MB-OFDM and Pulse Modulation:

 MB-OFDM: Basic idea is dividing spectrum into several 528 MHz bands.

Information is transmitted using OFDM modulation on each band as shown in Fig. 1.

OFDM carriers are efficiently generated using a 128-point IFFT/FFT. Limiting the

constellation size to QPSK reduces the internal precision requirement. Information is

coded across all bands in use to exploit frequency diversity and provide robustness

against multi-path and interference.5

Fig. 1: Spectrum Division of MB-OFDM.9

 Pulse Modulation: This form of ultra-wideband technology transmits a series of

impulses. In view of the very short duration of the pulses, the spectrum of the signal
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occupies a very wide bandwidth. Two of the most popular forms of modulation used

for DS UWB are pulse position modulation (PPM), and binary phase shift keying

(BPSK). These provide the best performance for in terms of modulation efficiency

and spectral performance.10 A general UWB pulse train signal can be presented as a

sum of pulses shifted in time:

where s(t) is the UWB signal; p(t)is the basic pulse shape; ak and tk are the amplitude

and time offset for each individual pulse. Due to the short duration (ps) of the pulse,

the spectrum of the UWB signal can be several GHz or more in bandwidth.

Pulse modulation as the typical“carrier free” or“impulse technology” is more

precise to the original definition of UWB. Though MB-OFDM is also one of the global

UWB standards, but its frequency hopping increases the complexity of radio frequency

(RF) circuits and the DSP chip increases the cost and the power consumption. The work

presented in [1] by Jarrod Cook and Nathan Gove who have investigated the UWB

communication system by MB-OFDM techniques nicely. And their general design

methods are shown in Fig. 2-3. Then we decided to build this indoor communication

system based on their overall systematic block diagram but by using pulse modulation

method through the transmission.

Fig. 2: System Block Diagrams for MB-OFDM.1
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Fig. 3: System Block Diagram for MB-OFDM.1

In addition, compared to the most common indoor wireless technologies----Bluetooth and

Wi-Fi, UWB systems have some significant advantages in many specific ways. In many

medium-size indoor environments that require high-speed data transmission, but when

Bluetooth can not provide solid connection and Wi-Fi can not provide enough high-speed

data rate, UWB communication system seems to be the cure. The comparison between

these indoor wireless communication systems are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Comparison between indoor wireless communication systems

Bluetooth 3.0[2] Wi-Fi[3] UWB

Transmission Rate Up to 3 Mbps Up to 54 Mbps Up to 1 Gbps

Range 10 Meters[4] 45 Meters (Indoor) 10 Meters

Power Consumption 2.5mW1(10m)

1mW1 (1m)

100mW 0.5mW

Interference

Both use the unlicensed 2.4GHz spectrum,

which often crowded with each other and

devices such as microwave ovens,

cordless phones, video sender devices,

and among many others. This may cause

degradation in performance.[3]

No interference to the

narrowband system

in dedicated bands.

And does not

interfere with regular

radio services.

Security

Both are susceptible for spying and

remote access. Access points could be

used to steal personal and confidential

information transmitted from users.[3]

Signals are like

background noises, it

is immune to

detection and

interception by other

receivers.
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II. Technical Specifications

This indoor UWB communication system will have the bandwidth larger than 500 MHz

or 20% of its center frequency, and the pulse shape should be stable.The power spectral

density emission of the transmitter is below -41.3dBm/MHz. And the main components

we used are as follow:

1. 74VHC86 XOR Gate

http://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/ON-

Semiconductor/MC74VHC86DR2G/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMtMa9lbYwD6ZBGto%2fWoISt

UtItB1CRS5AU%3d

2. DS1020 programmable delay chip

Mouser Part #: 700-DS1020S-100

Manufacturer Part #: DS1020S-100+

Manufacturer: Maxim Integrated

Description: Delay Lines / Timing Elements Programmable 8-Bit 1ns Delay

Line

http://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Maxim-Integrated/DS1020S-

100+/?qs=%2fha2pyFaduiWmsqfTaArbc7XHLB58amiIEIx5huaaQI%3d

Mouser Part #: 863-MC74VHC86DR2G

Manufacturer Part #: MC74VHC86DR2G

Manufacturer: ON Semiconductor

Description: Logic Gates 2-5.5V Quad 2-Input XOR
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3. 74F04 inverters

Mouser Part #: 771-N74F04D-T

Manufacturer Part #: N74F04D,623

Manufacturer: NXP Semiconductors

Description: Inverters HEX INVERTER

http://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/NXP-

Semiconductors/N74F04D623/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMvKM5ialpXrmhHm%2faBFcjAF

4. 2N2369 Avalanche Transistor

Mouser Part #: 610-2N2369A

Manufacturer Part #: 2N2369A

Manufacturer: Central Semiconductor

Description: Transistors Bipolar - BJT NPN Fast SW SS

http://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Central-

Semiconductor/2N2369A/?qs=sGAEpiMZZMshyDBzk1%2fWiw99kSkYzPxm%252bU

uu%252bddmTbI%3d
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III. Final Project Summary
 System Design - Final Version

Here we use the sine wave as the message signal. In order to generate pulse width

modulation (PWM) signal, we compare our message with the sawtooth wave. The

width of PWM signal has contained message information. Then we generate pulse

position modulation (PPM), which includes message information into its pulse

position. Then the transmitted signal is up-converted to 3.1-10.6 GHz. For receiver

part, the received signal goes through the down-converter and low pass filter. Since

the LPF can act as an integrator, we can get the recovery message.

Fig. 4: PPM UWB System-Level Diagram.

In real life applications, the pulse generation is constructed in 2 parts: pulse source and
pulse shape filter (If the pulse source could directly reach a good shape, then we can skip
the pulse shape filter part). There are usually 3 ways of constructing the pulse source: by
digital circuit, by analog circuit or by photoelectric circuit. But since the photoelectric
circuit will be using laser as the excitation source and relies on high-level experiment
devices. We will seek approaches from the first two methods. The further details are shown
in the system implementation subsection.
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 System Implementation

Fig. 5: TIMS (Telecommunication Instructional Modeling System) used for PWM

Generation and Message Recovery and Baseband Transmission Simulations.
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Fig. 7: Analog Circuit for the PPM Impulse Generation.
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Fig. 9: Digital Circuit for the PPM Impulse Generation

 System Performance

The performance of the baseband transmission by TIMS is shown in Fig. 10.

Channel 1 (Yellow) is the PWM signal. Channel 2 (Red) is the PPM signal. Channel

3 (Blue) is the original message signal. Channel 4 (Green) is the recovered message

signal.

Fig. 10: Performance of the baseband transmission by TIMS.
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The performance of the analog pulse generator with square wave input (Red, channel

2) and the output is shown in the Fig. 11 (Yellow, channel 1) and Fig. 12.

Fig. 11: Performance of the Analog Pulse Generator with Square Wave Input.

Fig. 12: Performance of the Analog Pulse Generator. (Duration of 29.6ns).
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The performance of the Digital Pulse Generator with PWM (Red, channel 2) input,

and the output is shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. In Fig. 15 showed 2 inputs of the

XOR gate and the output after the subtraction.

Fig. 13: Performance of the Digital Pulse Generator with PWM input.

Fig. 14: Performance of the Digital Pulse Generator with PWM input.
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Fig. 15: Two Inputs of the XOR Gate and the Output After the Subtraction.

 System Design Iterations

In preliminary design methodology, the pass band of the UWB system will be at 3.1

GHz to 10.6 GHz to reach the FCC standards. But due to the limitation of the project

budget and the lack of surface-mounting techniques, we build the system working at

baseband. The table followed indicates the price and techniques required for the

UP/DOWN conversion. And for those mixer chips, they even require oscillator

operating at 3.1-10.6 GHz, which is also not available to us. Table 2 shows the

specifications of these up/down converters.
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Table 2: Specifications of Up-down Converters

Company Hittite
Microwave
Corporation

Hittite
Microwave
Corporation

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

Product
Name

Evaluation
PCB 131372

HMC6505LC
5

TRF1222 TRF1212

Description Down-
converter
PCB kit

Up-converter
IC

3.5-GHz Integrated
Up-Converter IC

Dual VCO/PLL
Synthesizer With
IF Down-
Conversion

Datasheet http://www.hi
ttite.com/cont
ent/document
s/data_sheet/h
mc951lp4.pdf

http://www.hi
ttite.com/cont
ent/document
s/data_sheet/h
mc6505lc5.pd
f

http://www.mouser.
com/ds/2/405/slws
171a-121086.pdf

http://www.mouse
r.com/ds/2/405/sl
ws175a-
119301.pdf

Manufactur
er Part
Number

131372-
HMC951LP4
E

Unknow TRF1222IRTMT TRF1212IRGZTG
3

Digi-Key
part number

131372-
HMC951LP4
E

Unknow Unknow Unknow

Mouser part
number

Unknow Unknow 595-
TRF1222IRTMT

595-
TRF1212IRGZTG
3

Price $676.25 Unknow $15.74 $27.46

Purchasing
issues

Too
expensive

Require
surface
melting
equipment
and technique

Require surface
melting equipment
and technique

Require surface
melting equipment
and technique
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IV. Task List and Work Distribution
Group Member Assignment

Xinnan Cao Matlab coding simulation; Digital PPM

generator circuit PCB design; Report.

Guanjie Huang Matlab Simulink simulation; Multisim

simulation; Analog PPM generator circuit

PCB design; Report.

Weicong Zhao Up/Down-converter, circuit drilling and

soldering; Report.

Xueting Wang Up/Down-converter, circuit design; Report.
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V. Design Project Details
5.1 Experiment Conduct by TIMS

5.1.1 Theoretical Considerations

The original message signal is represented as sine wave (the data is in its amplitude

component), comparing it with a sawtooth wave. And if the amplitude of the sine

wave is larger (smaller) than value of the sawtooth wave, the circuit produces a high-

level logic 1 output, otherwise produces 0. In this experiment, the Integrate & Dump

circuit provided by TIMS completes this process. And the TWIN PULSE

GENERATOR changes the PWM wave to PPM wave. The LPF module helps to

recover the message signal.

5.1.2 Design Procedure

1. Use a 2kHz sine wave as the input message signal to the INTEGRATE & DUMP

Module.

Note: Before inserting it into the TIMS frame, set the on-board switches:

a) Select PWM1 with the rotary switch SW1 to position 7 or 8

b) Select I&H 2 with the switch SW2 to position 2

c) Select the short integrator time constant - set J1 open

d) The toggles of SW3 both to the RIGHT (required later for the DIGITAL DELAY

sub-system).

2. Insert the module into the TIMS frame. Patch an 8.333 kHz TTL clock to the CLK

input.

3. Take the output of the INTEGRATE & DUMP Module as the clock signal into the

TWIN PULSE GENERATOR, and the output signal is the PPM signal.

4. Take the PPM signal into a LPF Module and observe the recovered signal.

5.1.3 Observed and Measured Results

Channel 1 (Yellow) is the PWM signal. Channel 2 (Red) is the PPM signal. Channel

3 (Blue) is the original message signal. Channel 4 (Green) is the recovered message

signal.
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Fig. 16: The observation of the TIMS experiment.

5.2 Analog Pulse Generator

5.2.1 Theoretical Considerations

In real life applications, the pulse generation is constructed in 2 parts: pulse source

and pulse shape filter (If the pulse source could directly reach a good shape, then we

can skip the pulse shape filter part). There are usually 3 ways of constructing the

pulse source: by digital circuit, by analog circuit or by photoelectric circuit. But

since the photoelectric circuit will be using laser as the excitation source and relies

on high-level experiment devices. We will seek approaches from the first two

methods.

5.2.2 Design Procedure

Fig. 17: Characteristics of an Avalanche Transistor. [18]
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We will be using two 2N2369 avalanche transistor to realize a parallel triggering

process thus to reach a shorter rising edge and a stronger power. An avalanche

transistor is a bipolar junction transistor designed for operation in the region of its

collector-current/collector-to-emitter voltage characteristics beyond the collector-to-

emitter breakdown voltage, called avalanche breakdown region as shown in Fig. 17.

Operation in the avalanche breakdown region is called avalanche-mode operation: it

gives avalanche transistors the ability to switch very high currents with less than a

nanosecond rise and fall times.17 Thus it can be used to generate a very narrow pulse.

And we also add a RC HPF on each side to get the high frequency component to

accelerate the trigging process. The cutoff frequency is defined by the equation

below:

RC
f

2
1

 .

The overall circuit is shown in Fig. 6. And we are using the Altium Designer 10 (AD)

to realize the printed circuit boards (PCB). Since some components in our circuit are

not available in the AD’s original component library, we need to create those

component libraries as shown in Fig. 10-15. The mechanical outline is acquired from

the datasheets.

Fig. 18: Component PCB Library and Mechanical Outline for 2N2369A
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5.2.3 Simulation Results
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As shown in Fig. 20-21, the duration of the pulse generated by the analog circuit is 1.2 ns.

5.2.4 Observed and Measured Results
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The performance of the analog pulse generator with square wave input (Red, channel

2) and the output is shown in the Fig. 11 (Yellow, channel 1) and Fig. 12. And the

pulse duration is 29.6ns. And from the frequency perspective, we could see the

envolope of the pulse is approximately 50 MHz. The traces in the spectrum are the

harmonics of the original square wave frequency components.

Fig. 24: The spectrum of the pulses of the analog circuit.

5.3 Digital Pulse Generator

5.3.1 Theoretical Considerations

As stated in the theoretical considerations of the analog pulse generator, the method

of generating an impulse is usually realized by using a XOR gate to do a subtraction

between the two input signals. Thus by this idea we design the circuit as follows.
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5.3.2 Design Procedure

We are using a double inputs XOR gate circuit to produce a narrow-pulse signal

within ns scale. This XOR gate is doing subtraction of the 2 input signals, thus to

produce an impulse. The rising edge delay and falling edge are all within ns scale, so

this chip fits our demands. In order to control the time delay, we also chose the

DS1020 programmable delay chip. We also added two 74F04 inverters to ensure the

input excitation signal could reach sharp edge and stable amplitude. Notice that this

circuit is using CMOS chips, therefore all the unused pins are not allowed to be float.

For the PCB designs, the 74VHC86 and 74F04D have the same mechanical specs, so

they share the same PCB library.

Fig. 25: Component Library for 74F04D and 74VHC86.
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Fig. 26: Mechanical Outline for 74F04D.

Fig. 27: Mechanical Outline for 74VHC86.
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Fig. 28: PCB library of DS1020.

Fig. 29: Mechanical Outline of DS1020.

5.3.3 Observed and Measured Results

Fig. 30: The Measured Results in Fig.13 and Fig.15.

The performance of the Digital Pulse Generator with PWM (Red, channel 2) input, and

the output is shown in Fig. 13-15 showed the two inputs of the XOR gate and the output

after the subtraction. The duration of the pulse is 42ns.
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5.4 Receiver Structure

5.4.1 Theoretical Considerations

In theory to recover the pulse signal, we need to use the low-pass filter to realize the

integration to get the original signal back.

5.4.2 Design Procedure

The TIMS provided a LPF module, and in the first-step experiment we successfully

recovered the 2kHZ message by using this module, the results are shown in Fig. 10.

And by adding our two generator circuits into the system, we will use the same

module.

5.4.3 Observed and Measured Results

Fig. 31: The Measured Results of System Using the Digital Pulse Generator.

Unfortunately, the recovered signal as shown in Fig. 22 (Channel 3 Blue) is distorted

compared to Fig. 16. The main reason that this distortion occurred might be the

cutoff frequency of the LPF is too low. Because if the cutoff frequency is too low,
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then there will be not enough frequency component of the impulse to get through the

filter, thus not available to integrate for recovery. To test this hypothesis, we took

measurements of the frequency response of the LPF module, and the results are

shown in Fig. 32. Hence a wider LPF module is needed.

Fig. 32: The Frequency Response of the LPF Module. (Cutoff at 14.02kHz)
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Ⅵ Sub-system Integration Considerations
After completing the steps described before, the PCB output of the two pulse generators

are shown as follows:

Fig. 33: PCB Output of the Analog Circuit.

Fig. 34: PCB Output of the Digital Circuit

By the systematic diagram in Fig. 4, we combine the TIMS and one of our two pulse

generator circuits together, which means the Integrate and Dump will produce the PWM

wave as the input of the pulse generator circuit, and the PPM outputs will be the input of

the LPF module to recover the signal. The Matlab simulation showed this process as

follows:

Fig. 35: All signals (Message, sawtooth signal, PWM signal).
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Fig. 36: PPM signal. Fig. 37: Recovered signal and received signal.

The Simulink model of the wholes system is shown in Fig. 35. And the results are in Fig.

36.

Fig. 38: The Simulink Model of the Overall System.
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The signal component from top to bottom in Fig. 38 are Sawtooth wave, sine wave,
PWM signal, PPM signal, Recovered PWM signal, Recovered PWM signal after
Equalizer, Recovered sine signal and Original Signal.

In the actual experiment, the results are shown in Fig. 28.
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VII. Economic Considerations

7.1 Cost Analysis - Prototype

Component
Name

Price (for each) Mouser Part # Quantity Total
Cost

74VHC86 $0.43 MC74VHC86DR2G 5 $2.15

DS1020 $47.49 700-DS1020S-100 2 $94.98

74F04 $0.39 771-N74F04D-T 10 $3.9
2N2369 $1.79 610-2N2369A 5 $8.95

Jumper Wires
Headers

$2.00 571-2-826925-0 2 $4.04

Jumper Wires $3.00 932-MIKROE-511 4 $12.00

MG Copper Clad
Boards 550

$7.15 590-590 1 $7.15

MG Copper Clad
Boards 503

$3.450 590-503 2 $6.90

MG
Presensitized
Boards 650

$16.45 2 $32.90

MG
Presensitized
Boards 603

$19.10 1 $19.10

MG Positive
Developer

$13.15 1 $13.15

Headers 70-4950 $2.70 70-4950 1 $2.70

Hittite
Microwave
Corporation Up
Converter

$676.25 HMC951LP4E 1 $676.25

Hittite
Microwave
Corporation
Down Converter

$676.25 1 $676.25

Total cost (Taxes and Shipping) $1589.1
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7.2 Cost Analysis - Final Version

Component
Name

Price (for each) Mouser Part # Quantity Total Cost

74VHC86 $0.43 MC74VHC86DR2G 5 $2.15

DS1020 $47.49 700-DS1020S-100 2 $94.98

74F04 $0.39 771-N74F04D-T 10 $3.9
2N2369 $1.79 610-2N2369A 5 $8.95

Jumper Wires
Headers

$2.00 571-2-826925-0 2 $4.04

Jumper Wires $3.00 932-MIKROE-511 4 $12.00

MG Copper Clad
Boards 550

$7.15 590-590 1 $7.15

MG Copper Clad
Boards 503

$3.450 590-503 2 $6.90

MG
Presensitized
Boards 650

$16.45 2 $32.90

MG
Presensitized
Boards 603

$19.10 1 $19.10

MG Positive
Developer

$13.15 1 $13.15

Headers 70-4950 $2.70 70-4950 1 $2.70

Total cost (Taxes and Shipping) $236.62
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VIII. Manufacturability
Since the components used in this project are all students’ lab-level, which could not

reach the best performance of the circuits we designed, so as for massive manufacture

requirement we need RF-level electrical components, including surface-mounting

techniques. And thanks to Prof. Daut who pointed out one of the PCB routing issue.

Since the pulse duration is within 2ns, the length of the routing would affect the

propagation delay of the current, in which case, the input of the XOR would be effected

by this phenomenon.

IX. Marketability
From the cost analysis stated before, the cost of the overall system is too expensive.

Compared to a router from TP-Link Company, which included an UP/Down converter at

2.4 GHz with a bandwidth of 150MHz and only costs $20. And the main cost of our

project comes from the two delay chips (DS1020), so if other low-cost chips could

replace them, then the probability of the achievability would be increased.

For now, the main obstacle of commercialization of UWB technology is the high cost and

the vague standards. So if we could reach low-cost chips and complete the system and set

up a popular standard for manufacturers, the marketability lies in the applications of short

-range voice, data, and video transmissions.
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X. Individual Team Member Discussions
Xinnan Cao

 Overview Discussion of the Project:

This project was first invoked by the final-year-project in [1] by Cook J., Gove N.,

and Huggins B. which by using the OFDM method. But we decided to realize it by

using a totally different approach: the pulse-radio transmission method. And we

choose PWM and PPM to be the modulation methods during the transmission, since

they are more convenient to observe and realize by hardware. So the overall system

diagram has shown the systematic view of this project in Fig. 4.

Therefore this system includes: transmitter (PWM and PPM generation) and receiver

(LPF). The first thought of using high-speed sawtooth wave to sample the original

message signal to reach a 500MHz bandwidth is not available, since those sawtooth

wave generators are not available to us. So we choose an alternative approach by

trying to make the impulse of reach that bandwidth. And the results are as follows:

the digital transmitter generates the impulse with duration of 42ns (23MHz, Fig. 14),

the analog transmitter generates the impulse with duration of 29.6ns (34MHz, Fig.

12).

The total cost of the analog circuit is approximately $17 (Presensitized Board $8.2)

and $125 (Delay chips $95 and Presensitized Board $19) for the digital circuit. In

which case this product should be modified to a much cheaper prototype for

production. From the experience of Intel and other companies, the first chips came

out in 2007, but they were expensive solutions requiring more than one chip and in

reality those chip sets transmitted data far below the theoretical speeds.1 And

combing the experience in this project, it seems that UWB technology still has a long

way to go. From the marketability perspective, the standard battle fought for years

between Intel, Texas Instruments and Staccato on one side and Freescale and others

on the other.1 Therefore it’s quite hard to tell which standard is the best and will rule

the market.
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 Detailed Discussion of Pertinent Sub-systems

The pulse generator circuit is designed for RF, in which case, from the

electromagnetic compatibility perspective the regular resistors and capacitors could

not provide high performance; therefore a more proper way of completing the 2

circuits would be using surface-mounting resistors and capacitors. And we also put

stickers at the bottom layer of the 2 circuits in case they are short circuited by ground.

Since the pulse generation circuits are not directly working at 3.1-10.6GHz, the

routing of avoiding parallel lines would not be necessary, but however the

propagation delay of the routings should be considered, cause the pulse duration is

within 2ns, so we tried to make the routings symmetric.

Another issue related to this digital pulse generator circuit is that the delay chip

(DS1020) itself has a deviation delay of 20ns, so it’s very hard for us to reach the

precision within several ns.
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Guanjie Huang:

 Overview Discussion of the Project:

Nowadays, most common UWB approach is MB-OFDM. And it was did by Cook J.

and Gove N. as we mentioned above. Thus we try to do the UWB communication by

a new way----pulse modulation.

Firstly, we transfer the message signal to the PWM signal by comparing it with a

high frequency sawtooth wave signal. Secondly, we try to use two different way,

which are digital approach and analog approach, to generate the pulse. And the

position of the pulse contains the message information. Since the power of

transmitting the pulse is less than that of PWM signal, this system can utilize the

energy more efficiently. What’s more, the transmission rate could be higher, because

the frequency bandwidth of this system ideally can be more than 500 MHz. Finally,

for the receiver part, we can only use a LPF to recover the message theoretically.

Since the structure of receiver of UWB communication is not complicated, it is

beneficial for manufacturability and marketability.

The experience of this project teaches us that the budget is important for engineer to

concern. The components operating at ultrahigh frequency are really expensive. And

this may be the reason why the UWB communication is not very popular.

 Detailed Discussion of Pertinent Sub-systems:

For analog pulse generator, the circuit is shown in Fig. 6, which is mainly composed

of two avalanch transistors and two high pass filter. When it works in the avalanche

breakdown region, the avalanch transistor can switch very high currents with a

nanosecond rise and fall times. Hence, it can be utilized to generate a very narrow

pulse. In Multisim simulation, the duration of the pulse is only 1.2ns as shown in Fig.

19. However, the avalanch transistor is hard to works in its breakdown region, even

for the condition that the operating voltage is approximatly 40 V. Because the start

frequency of the breakdown region is too high. And the length and position of the
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wire may also influence the results due to the electro magnetic compatibility in high

frequency domain.

For the digital pulse generator, the circuit is shown in Fig. 8, which is mainly

composed of delay chips, inverters and XOR gate. The main idea is that the delay

chip make the offset of the two different path be nanoseconds. And the XOR gate is

doing subtraction of the 2 input signals, then to produce an impulse. The pulse of the

digital approach may be more stable than that of analog approach. Because the

digital approach is more insensitive to noise or interference. For example, we can

find that the PPM signal still is nice, though there are some small glitches in PWM

signal in Fig. 13, which may come from the function generator and the internal

sampling clock. But these glitches and noises are fatal for the analog pulse generator,

since every gliches may trigger the analog pulse generator to generate an impulse.

For the LPF part, the message in TIMS experiments can be recovered by LPF as

shown in Fig. 16. However, for our UWB pulse generator, the recovered message is

heavily distorted in Fig. 28. This may because bandwidth of the LPF is not wide

enough. Thus, the receiver may need two LPF. The bandwidth of the first LPF

require to be wide enough, since the frequency bandwidth of the pulse is extremly

wide. And the second one is narrow band in order to filter out the message

information.
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 Overview Discussion of the Project:

The UWB system is not a newly born technique but hardly mentioned even in

today’s lecture. There are some special properties about this system. Firstly, it works

on 3.6-10.1 GHz. This range is pretty high compared to its two main opponents-

IEEE 802.11(2.4 GHz and 5.1GHZ) and Bluetooth (2.4GHz). The advantage is

obvious. Since it works on this high frequence range, within which few interferences

could occupy its channel. And we can also use a wider bandwidth which give us a

unbeatable transmission rate compared with Wifi(IEEE 802.11) and Bluetooth.

However, the disadvantange is also obvious. Ultra high frequence means we need an

oscillator which can produce this high carrier wave, and from our investigation of

market, the production of this “high-frequence” mixer is also very complicated,

which leads to a high price that expire our budget.

The whole UWB system can have a very wide bandwidth (from 3.6 - 10.1 GHz), but

we do not use all of them at same time. The whole bandwidth has been devided into

nearly 10 “slots”, and each slot has approximately 500MHz bandwidth. There are

two ways to do this, one is MB-OFDM, and another is pulse generation. MB-OFDM

has been researched by Cook J. and Gove N. It is complicated and requires a

calculation processor which is way out of our budget. We decide to do this through

another approach - pulse modulation.

In our design, we assume our message to be a sine wave, and compare message to a

sawtooth wave. This will give us a PWM signal, which use width to present the

message. Then we use two delay chips, which are setup to delay two PWM signal.

By putting these two time-delayed PWM signal into a XOR gate, we can simply get

the PPM signal. A delay chip could has 1-2ns delay, which can produce a pulse with

width 1-2ns. So the bandwidth of this pulse can be up to 500MHz-1GHz.

The project is highly restrained by the budget we have (200 dollars), so we do some

investigation to check the marketability. To our surprise, even a simple delay chip
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which reaches ns scale could cost 50 dollars. A converter which can up convert our

signal to 3.6GHz could cost up to thousand dollars. For the whole system, our

manufacturablity is limited to equipments we have in lab, and the marketability is

currently not available since we only purchase one or two chips at one time. Another

thing that is very interesting is that you may pay $2 for a chip which can reach up to

10MHz, but for another chip which reach 100MHz, this is no longer simple

calculation. The price for a chip which reach GHz scale may up to thousand dollars.

This is perhaps one of the main reasons why UWB system is not popular among

public. Although the shortcomings of IEEE 802.11 have revealed during past few

years, the market of wireless communication is still be dominated by IEEE 802.11.

 Detailed Discussion of Pertinent Sub-systems:

There are two things I would like to discuss. The first one is chip(DS1020) which we

use to generate delay of two PWM signal and produce the PPM signal. From the

beginning, we plan to only buy one chip and delay one of the PWM signal. From the

datasheet of chip, we know that it can delay as narrow as 2ns, so if we substract it

with the original signal, it will produce a pulse of which has a bandwidth to 500MHz.

Then we found a problem. From datasheet of DS1020, we notice that even each

DS1020 has a 1-2ns delay, there exists 20% variety of each chip. So it is not sure if

one chip can accurately delay 2ns, and since we have two chips working, we can

compare two delays and even one of it meets 20% change. It will be reduced by the

substraction of two chips’ delay.

Another topic is that of the receiver. When we do the simulation, we use integrate &

dump block to get the message back. And it has been proved by us that we can use a

lowpass filter act like a integrate&dump when we do PPM recovery on TIMS.

However, we can not recover our wide-band message. That is why we tested the

lowpass filter.
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Frequency(Hz) 1.4 100 1k 2k 5k 6k 6.2k

Amplitude(V) 4.64 4.60 4.60 4.61 4.48 3.36 3.16

Input(V) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Fig. 37: Lowpass filter characteristic

For TIMS experiment, it produce 2KHz sine wave. This range below 6.2kHz, which

can recover our message completely. However, we have a pulse with 30MHz,and

this can not be recovered.
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Xueting Wang

 Overview Discussion of the Project:

It is clear that UWB technique has remarkable advantages in comparison with Wi-Fi

technique and Bluetooth technique in terms of indoor wireless communication

methods, in other words, UWB can use much higher data rate with lower power

supply request. Our UWB system design process encountered several problems that

imply the reason why UWB technology is not as popular as it seems should be in

commercial field. For instance, high requirement of up/down convert device and

pulse generator when PPM is applied in the system. In this case, higher-level

requirements mean a larger budget, which is one of the major resistances of a

technique to apply in commercial industry. Further more, pulse generation implies

that a UWB applied device would be more fragile since it is considerably tricky to

generate sharp pulses in practice.

During the process of this project, we mainly preceded four steps, which are material

collection and analysis, software simulation, hardware build-up and hardware test.

Hardware build-up part is the most difficult because it cost the major proportion of

our budget and probably need to be redone if some mistakes occurred on PCB broad.

 Detailed Discussion of Pertinent Sub-systems:

An alternate way of receiver design is synchronous sampling method, which is

simple and provides compact systems. Commercially available wideband sampling

oscilloscopes can be used as UWB receivers; yet they are bulky, expensive, and not

suitable for practical UWB systems, particularly those require mobility, portability,

and low cost and/or small operating platforms. This way, the receiver consists of a

sampling mixer, strobe pulse generator, reference clock generator, and baseband

circuit.

It is realized in a single circuit board using microstrip line, CPW, slot line, and

coupled slot lines, and is compact and low cost. The receiver achieves a conversion

loss of 4.5–7.5 dB (without baseband amplifier) and conversion gain from 6.5–9.5
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dB (with amplifier) across a 5.5-GHz RF bandwidth, dynamic range of more than 50

dB, and low harmonic distortion in the baseband output signal. Its performance in

down-converting signals is comparable to a commercial sampling scope, yet with

much significantly smaller size and lower cost.
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Appendix 1: List of Equipment
TIMS (Twin Pulse Generator, Integrate and Dump, Tunable LPF).

Teledyne Lecroy Company HDO6054 500MHz, 2.5GS/s High Definition Oscilloscope.

Tektronix AFG 3021 Single Channel Arbitrary Function Generator.

Tektronix PS503A Dual Power Supply.

MG Chemicals PCB Develop Kit.

Dremel Work Station Model 220 and 400 series XPR High Performance Rotary Tool.
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Appendix 2: Simulations and Program Code

%Specs of the original signal
F=400;
t=0:0.0000025:0.005*2;
fclk=2000;
fs=1/0.0000025;
fcut=1100;

%message signal
m=1+0.80*sin(2*pi*f.*t);
saw=1+sawtooth(2*pi*fclk.*t);

%PWM signal generation
o=zeros(1,length(m));
for i=1:length(m)

if m(i)>saw(i)
o(i)=1;

end
end

%PWM to PPM
output1 = diff(o);
tt=0.0000025:0.0000025:0.01;

%position information
[PKS1,LOCS1]=findpeaks(-1*output1);
[PKS2,LOCS2]=findpeaks(output1);
LOCS1;
LOCS3=[LOCS2,4000];

%PPM to PWM recovery
r=zeros(1,4000);
for i=1:length(LOCS1);

while i==1;
for j=1:200;
if j<LOCS1(1,1);
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r(1,j)=0;
else r(1,j)=1;
end

end
break
end

while (i>1);
for j=200*(i-1):200*i;

if j<LOCS1(1,i);
r(1,j)=0;

else r(1,j)=1;
end

end
break
end

end

%data recovery, PWM to original message signal
[b,a]=butter(3,fcut/fs);
mf=filter(b,a,r);

figure
plot(tt,output1)
title('PPM signal')
xlabel('time'); ylabel('amplitude')

figure
scatter(LOCS1,PKS1,'filled');hold
scatter(LOCS2,PKS2);

figure
plot(t,o,'r',t,m,'black',t,saw,'blue')
title('all signals')
xlabel('time'); ylabel('amplitude')
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figure
plot(tt,r)

figure
plot(tt,mf,t,m)
title('demodulation, and the original signal')
xlabel('time'); ylabel('amplitude')
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Appendix 3: Datasheets
DS1020: http://datasheets.maximintegrated.com/en/ds/DS1020.pdf

74F04D: http://www.futurlec.com/74F/74F04.shtml

2N2369: http://www.centralsemi.com/leadedpdf/2n2369a.pdf

74VHC86: http://pdf.datasheetcatalog.com/datasheet/fairchild/74VHC86.pdf


